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GAME INFO 
Game Name:  Tibetan Talisman 

GameID:  TibetanTalisman / TibetanTalisman94 / TibetanTalisman88 

Release Date:  March 7th, 2023 

 

Tibetan Talisman is a 5x4 slot with 50 fixed paylines, featuring a hold and respin Diamond Bonus 

and a free spin bonus with expanding Wilds. 

 

Pick Your Fortune Bonus Feature 

3 scattered  LOGO symbols appearing in any position on reels 2, 3, and 4 award the Pick Your 

Fortune bonus feature. 

Touch the Diamond to play the Diamond Feature or touch the Free Spin icon to play the 

Expanding Wild free spin feature. 

If the Diamond Feature is selected, the reels randomly spin to reveal 6 or more DIAMOND 

symbols. 

 

Expanding Wild free spin feature 

If the Expanding Wild free spin feature is selected, player is awarded 10 free spins. 

Free spins are played using the same lines and bet per line as the triggering base game. 

During free spins, TALISMAN symbol is wild and substitutes for any symbol except LOGO symbol 

to make a winning combination. 

When TALISMAN symbol appears on the reels, it expands to turn any symbol it is in direct 

contact with in any direction wild to make a winning combination.  Any LOGO symbol affected 

by this change appears as a TALISMAN LOGO symbol and remains eligible to trigger its 

associated bonus for that spin. 

3 scattered LOGO symbols appearing in any position on reels 2, 3, and 4 award 5 additional free 

spins. 

Free spins are played using different reel sets than base game. DIAMOND symbol is not 

available during free spins. 

During free spins, reel sets are selected using the same rules as for base games. 
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Diamond Feature 

At the end of any paid game, if 6 or more DIAMOND symbols appear on the reels, the Diamond 

Feature is awarded. 

Alternately, if the Diamond Feature is selected from the Pick Your Fortune Bonus Feature, the 

reels randomly spin to reveal 6 or more DIAMOND symbols, and the Diamond Feature is 

awarded.  Any DIAMOND symbol appearing on the reels as part of the triggering Pick Your 

Fortune Bonus Feature game are not preserved during the random spin. 

Available prizes on each DIAMOND symbol during base game and random triggering outcome 

resulting from the Pick Your Fortune Bonus Feature are 1X Total Bet, 2X Total Bet, 3X Total Bet, 

4X Total Bet, 5X Total Bet, 10X Total Bet, MINI, MINOR, and MAJOR. 

All triggering DIAMOND symbols are held, and the reels are replaced with 20 independent reels, 

each of which is one symbol high by one symbol wide. 

Each reel is populated with only DIAMOND symbols and a blank symbol. 

3 Bonus Spins are awarded. 

Touch the SPIN button to start the bonus. 

All reels showing a blank symbol spin. 

Any new DIAMOND symbols appearing lock in place and the number of remaining bonus spins 

is set to 3. 

Bonus ends when either no bonus spins remain, or when 20 DIAMOND symbols appear at the 

end of a bonus spin. 

All prizes appearing on each DIAMOND symbol are awarded at the end of the bonus. 

Available prizes on each DIAMOND symbol during bonus game are 1X Total Bet, 2X Total Bet, 3X 

Total Bet, 4X Total Bet, 5X Total Bet, 10X Total Bet, "+1", MINI, MINOR, and MAJOR. 

At the end of any bonus spin, if a DIAMOND symbol appears with "+1" as a prize, the current 

credit values of the prizes on all DIAMOND symbols are increased by 1X Total Bet except "+1", 

MINI, MINOR, and MAJOR, and the"+1" changes to a current prize value of 1X Total Bet. This is 

repeated for each "+1" appearing on the reels until no "+1" remain. 

If 20 DIAMOND symbols appear, any "+1" effect is applied, and the player is awarded the Extra 

Bonus Diamond. 

Touch the Extra Bonus Diamond. 

Extra Bonus Diamond will reveal either MINI, MINOR, MAJOR, or GRAND. 

Extra Bonus prize is awarded before all other DIAMOND prizes. 

MINI, MINOR, MAJOR, and GRAND award the associated jackpot shown above the reels of the 

qualifying game. 

MINI, MINOR, MAJOR, and GRAND have no value other than the associated jackpot shown 

above the reels. 

Diamond Feature awards are paid in addition to line wins. 

 

MATH 
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Layout: 5x4 Lines: 50 Fixed Pay Order: Left to Right RTP: 88.03%, 94.00%, 96.00%  

Volatility: Medium 

Bet: 0.50 Max Bet: 100.00 

 

GRAPHICS 
Aspect Ratio:  16x9, Responsive layout accommodating aspect ratios from 4:3 to 20:9 in both 

landscape and portrait modes 

 

Theme:  Asian, Exotic, Stacked Symbols, Free Spins, Free Spin Expanding Wilds, Line Game 

 

FEATURES 
• Expanding Wild free spin feature 

• Diamond Bonus feature 

 

LANGUAGES & CURRENCIES 
 

The full list of supported languages and currencies is available from 

https://www.spearheadstudios.com/clients-area/ in the “OTHER” section. 
 

 

 


